The coefficients A, and B,, and the percrlltagt. of tho total height variancr: accounted for by r.ach harmonic were computed for the first three longitudinal harmonics of 5-day nwan ,500-1nb. height-contour charts at each IOo of latitude from 20" N. to 80" N. from Ikcernhcr 1, 1959, t o May 31, 1960. Thc phase angles and amplitudes of the first three harmonics wc'rc: computed at 30" N., 50' N., and 70" N. and plotted as a function of t,irnc. Retrogression of the waves was found at high and low latitudes, mhilr: rt,lativrkly stationary conditions prevailed at middle latitudes. The corrclation coefficient bet~mc~n the contribution of the sum of thrt first three harmonics and the
The outmstandirlg feature of wave 2 at 30" X. (fig. 8 ) was its continued westward movement around the globe. During t'he 6-lnonth period, wave 2 cornpletely circled t'he earth three times despite the fact that during the first month (December) it remained nearly stationary. Only twice did it' move eastward for longer than a week. Since for the same angular velocity, the linear velocit,y a t 30" X. is two and one-half times as great as it is a t 70" N., wave 2 at 30" N. moved at about one and one-half times t,he speed of wave 1 a t 70" K . On the tLverage, wave 2 accounted for 11 percent of the total variance a t 30" N.
Wave 3 ( fig. 9 ) at 30" X. showed none of the irregularities of wRve 1 nor the continued revolution around t8he earth which characterized wave 2 . During the 6-rrlontmh period it seemed t'o follow a pattern of very slow retrogression (35" longitude per rnont,h) followed by a rapid eastward ruot'ion (30 " longitude per week) after which this apparent c.ycle was repeated again. During the entire period, wave 3 was locftt8ed between 0" Greenwich and 80" W., and on the average it' account'ed for 22 percent of the variance. Waves I , 2, and 3 together account'ed for 57 percent' of the total variance at 30" N. Figure 10 shows the percent'age of the tot'al variance which was explained by wave 1 (dashed line); wave 2 (dash-dotted); wave 3 (dotted line) ; and waves 1, 2 , and 3 combined (solid line) a t all seven latitudes (20" N., 30" X., . . . , 80" X.) as a function of time. One can easily tell by looking at) the solid curve that the three waves toget,her accounted for a-greater percent'nge of thc t'ot'al variance during the first) t'hree months than during the last t,hree. Specifically, they accounted for 79.4 percent during the t'l~rce winter rnont'hs, and, on the average, only 70.2 percent during t'he three spring n~.ontl~s.
Tt should also be lnentioned that during periods of low A pentad number is assigned in sequence to each &day mean 500-mb. chart; the time interval between the midtimes of consecutive overlapping pentads is equal to 2 or 3 days. Solid line, wave 1 ; dashed line, wave 2; dash-dot line, ware 3. zonal index, waves 1, 2, and 3 explained :I relat'ively small percent of the total variance (end of March and first part of May) and during periods of high zonal index they esplained a large percent of the total variance (mid-April).
Autocorrelations were computed for the phase angles of' waves 1, 2, and 3 a t 30" N., 50" X., and 70" X., and the correlograms are shown in figures 11, 12, and 13. I t was hoped t'hat a power spectrum analysis could be carried out on those waves which showed some possibility of' periodicity (;.e., those whose correlogran~ do not fall away exponentially). However, time restrictions lrlatlc this impossible.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
Eliasen's [3] study, using dailv maps over a shorter time period, showed the semipermanence of the longest waves ( n = l , 2 , 3 , and 4) at 50" N. An inspection ol' figures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] reveals this semipermanence at mid-latitudes (50" N.) and also shows a tendency for retrogression of these long waves a t high (70" N.) and low (BO" K.)
latitudes. The stationary character at middle latitudes may be, as Eliasen maintains, a consequence of the large mountain ranges, or i t ma?; be that haroclinic action. counteracts the retrogression tendencies of the long waves a t middle latitudes.
Inspection of the graphs reveals that there is little similarity hetween the movement of the different long waves a t the same, latitude. Eliasen [3], however, showcd that during two fall months, t,llere was great similarity between the motion of two short waves (n=G and 7) a t SOo X.
plrase and amplitude of the long waves between adjacelrt latitudes. This indicates frequent sheering of full-latitudc troughs u r d ridges ratt~er than a concurrent movernerlt a t all latitudes.
The movements of the waves and tlle fluctuations 01 their amplitudes would be of greater significance if t'he corresponding climatological values were removed from these two parameters.
A laborious method of doing this would he to perform an harmonic arlalysis on about IO )-ears of' data and find the mean position of the waves lor ~a c h particular 5-da~r mean chart.
Similar results map be obtained by performing a11 har~nonic analJ-sis 011 tlre normal monthly and mid-monthly maps, interpolating for values n~a r the beginning and end of the month. Finally, a power analysis of the correlograms after more lags have been computed might reveal further statistical csharacteristics of' tlre movements of these long wavcs.
